WBCSD: PACT Internship

Overview
WBCSD is a purpose-driven, forward-thinking and action-oriented organization, characterized by diversity of gender, nationalities and work experiences.

We are looking for people that share our passion for sustainability and our values to achieve our vision of a world where more than 9 billion people live well and within the limits of the planet by 2050. WBCSD staff are encouraged to take ownership in a demanding work environment which also offers flexibility and autonomy. At WBCSD, we promote diversity, equality and inclusion by offering diverse opportunities and a great exposure to the business world.

Together, we are the leading voice of business for sustainability, with a mission to accelerate the transition to a sustainable world by making more sustainable businesses more successful.

PACT (Partnership for Carbon Transparency) is dedicated to driving and accelerating a global shift towards low-impact value chains. Established in 2021 and hosted by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development, PACT has published a pioneering methodology and data exchange protocol which enable organizations to calculate and exchange consistent, comparable and granular data, creating transparency on the impacts of their products and enabling carbon-informed decision-making across value chains in all sectors.

Bringing together over 150 leading stakeholders from the ecosystem, PACT promotes collaboration, innovation, and accountability through its work, empowering organizations, governments, investors, and individuals to take meaningful action to decarbonize.

In 2024, PACT is focused on refining its standards, providing comprehensive support for corporate implementation (including in particular smoother onboarding and operational guidance) – building on a successful Implementation Programme in 2023 which saw ~1000 companies engaged in exchanging product carbon footprints - and broadening its technological capabilities. The objective thereby is to grow and scale its offering and reach, ultimately making corporate transparency a non-negotiable.

Job overview
We are interested in an intern with strategic and analytical experience to support on the delivery of fundamental to enable growth and scaling

- Support of Implementation Programme through development of knowledge materials, tools and presentations to members and their suppliers
- Development of content for and road testing of onboarding journey for corporates with companies previously not engaged with PACT
- Development of PACT use cases and white papers to showcase value of PACT and demonstrate thought-leadership
- Analysis of requirements for beyond carbon expansion of PACT and development of strategic approach

Skillset and experience requirements
- Strong research skills and analytical mindset.
• Capacity to communicate and build relationships with counterparts at all levels. Comfortable with delivering presentations and facilitating discussion.
• Writes clearly, succinctly and correctly in a convincing and engaging manner, structuring information to meet the needs and understanding of the intended audience.
• Thrives when working in a fast-paced, collaborative environment.
• Good organizational and project management skills.

Start and End Date
Flexible on start and end dates. Expected length of internship to be 10-12 weeks.

Hours/Week
Full time 40h